archical and progressive modes analogous to those speci ed by the JPEG standard, and these modes can provide a gain in coding e ciency. We have considered di erent rate allocation strategies and entropy coders. The results show that the wavelet-TCQ coder using optimal bit allocation and progressively decodable bit plane coder yields excellent coding performance, and is competitive with the best algorithms available in literature. The presented algorithm also supports lossless coding.
Our tests show that OTA performs better than the other algorithms. Tables I and II show PSNR performances of OTA, SPIHT, and SFQ 8] on the Barbara and Goldhill images, respectively. The OTA results in these tables are for full decoding of the progressively decodable les. In Table I , SPIHT and SFQ use a wavelet packet decomposition, while OTA uses 3 levels of uniform decomposition followed by 2 levels of dyadic decomposition of the reference band (\3+2"). Figure 10 illustrates the progressive performance of OTA on the Barbara image. The solid line shows the performance of fully decoded OTA. This is compared to the progressive decoding of two OTA les, one coded at a rate of 0.5 bpp and the other coded at 1.0 bpp. Note that the image quality (PSNR) is acceptable at low decoding rates, and that PSNR monotonically improves as more bits are decoded. The progressive performance of the coder starts to degrade toward the end of the le. But once the path through the trellis is determined, i.e. the least signi cant bits of the quantization indices are received, the performance of the coder improves dramatically.
We have also implemented a lossless version of WTCQ coder. To do this, a residual image is entropy coded and appended to the lossy encoded le. The residual is converted to a sign magnitude representation, and bit planes of the residual image magnitude are encoded using the bit plane coder described in the previous section. Sign bit encoding and contexts are identical to the lossy mode. Table III shows the lossless coding performance of this method and CREW 20] on some standard test images. It can be seen that both coders have comparable lossless coding e ciency. Thus, the presented method with a progressively decodable bit plane entropy coder exhibits excellent performance both at low bit rates and for lossless coding.
VII Summary
We have investigated approaches for incorporating progressive transmission into image coders that apply TCQ to wavelet coe cients. A method was developed to approximate the inverse TCQ operation in successive approximation type settings. We have shown that wavelet-TCQ image coders can be con gured to support hier- 
B WTCQ with SPIHT Entropy Coder
SPIHT is an improved version of the embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) coding introduced by Shapiro in 2]. As presented in 6], SPIHT is a scalar quantizer based technique. However, TCQ can be used to replace the implicit scalar quantization. Moving from the lowest subband to the highest, the wavelet coe cients in each subband are raster scanned and trellis coded quantized. Either of the two rate allocators can be used to determine the TCQ step sizes. The resulting signed integer image is entropy coded using SPIHT. This approach was also used in 19], however progressive decoding was not studied there. It is important to note that the image can be recovered progressively up to a fully decoded le corresponding to the chosen step size(s).
VI Coder Performance
We have compared the performance of the system presented here using di erent rate allocation schemes and entropy coders. We constructed four di erent architectures, namely, OTA (Optimum step sizes / TCQ / Arithmetic bitplane coder), CTA (Constant step sizes / TCQ / Arithmetic bitplane coder), OTS (Optimum step sizes / TCQ / SPIHT coder), and CTS (Constant step sizes / TCQ / SPIHT coder). Figure  9 compares the PSNR performance of these systems on the Goldhill image. All coders use the (9,7) biorthogonal lter bank of 1] and have 5 levels of dyadic decomposition.
In this work, multiple within-subband context bits are used. Two types of bits are used to determine the context | magnitude bits within the bit plane being encoded and \sign ag" bits that indicate whether or not the sign bit has been encoded for a particular TCQ index. Sign ag bits indicate the magnitude of neighboring indices, including the index currently being encoded. They capture spatial correlation among indices that may not be present within a single bit plane. Note that the sign ag bits can be non-causal with respect to raster scanning, thereby supplying information that is not available from magnitude bits within the current bit plane.
The bit plane coder presented in this work uses ten bits to determine a context, ve sign ag bits and ve bits from the bit plane being encoded, as illustrated in Figure 8 . Instead of having, 2 10 = 1024 contexts which might lead to context dilution in some cases, coding e ciency is improved and memory requirements are reduced by using context quantization. The results presented in this work use 64 contexts obtained fromx 1 = x 1 x 2 = x 2 x 3 = x 3 x 4 = x 4 j x 5
x 5 = x 6 x 6 = x 7 j x 8 j x 9 j x 10 where j is the bitwise OR operation.
Since the bits are encoded from most signi cant to least signi cant bit plane, the entire two-dimensional codeword array is decoded with progressively increasing precision. In progressive by resolution mode, the encoded bits are ordered such that all planes of the lowest resolution subband are encoded, followed by all planes of the next higher resolution subbands, until all subbands are encoded. Other than this di erent ordering, all other aspects of the encoder are identical to progressive by accuracy encoding. Decoding is done to full precision for subbands in order of increasing resolution. erarchial dependencies across subbands in the transform. In practice, this statistical model of the source, P (xjC), is unknown. It has to be estimated on the y using past observations. Although higher order Markov models result in lower conditional entropy in theory, increasing the model order k does not always improve the coding performance in practice. Even a very large image may not provide enough samples to estimate the conditional probabilities for a large number of Markov states. This problem, known as context dilution, is formulated in universal source coding literature as model cost 18]. For nonstationary sources that have time-varying statistical properties, the ability of the coder to adapt rapidly to the changing statistics is also quite important. Thus a trade-o between context model order and adaptivity exists in context modeling. Furthermore, higher order models require increased amounts of memory for storage, and have higher computational burdens.
by resolution. The progressive by accuracy mode is described initially, followed by a description of the minor di erences required to order the encoded data for progressive by resolution decoding.
The TCQ indices can be represented as pixels within two two-dimensional arrays | a magnitude array and a sign bit array. For the progressive by accuracy mode, the magnitude array is encoded so that all bits at a given integer power of two for all sequences are transmitted, followed by all bits at the next lower integer power of two, etc., beginning with the most signi cant bit plane. Each bit plane is scanned into the arithmetic coder one subband at a time. This is illustrated in the example in Figure 7 . Each bit stack represents a TCQ index in a subband, with the MSB at the top and the LSB on the bottom. The bit planes on the right show the corresponding magnitude and sign bit planes. The scanning orders of the bit planes and the bits inside a bit plane are also illustrated in the gure.
The subbands are ordered from low to high resolution. Each subband is coded independently of other subbands, with the exception that the arithmetic coder probability tables for each subband are initialized using the probability tables from the previous subband. This (largely) independent encoding of subbands simpli es implementation of the coder, particularly in allowing progressive by accuracy and progressive by resolution coding to be nearly the same.
Sign bits are encoded using a method similar to other progressive/embedded schemes; the sign bit for a codeword is encoded immediately following the rst nonzero bit for that codeword. This approach is particularly well suited to progressive transmission, since sign bits are not entered into the bit stream until the point at which they will be needed at the decoder.
Coding e ciency is further improved using context modeling 17]. Let x be the bit to be encoded. We need ?log 2 (P(x)) bits to encode x. We can create a modeling context C = fx 1 ;x 2 ; ;x k g wherex i ; i = 1; ; k are other bits that have dependencies with x. These bits can be used to choose a probability table P (xjC) for the bit being encoded, and we would then need ?log 2 (P(xjC)) bits to encode x. The bits in C can be selected to exploit spatial dependencies in the image, as well as hi-an approximation of C, and obtains the reconstructed imageÎ bŷ I = T ?1Ĉ : (4) Since orthonormal transforms preserve the L 2 norm, the MSE between the original and reconstructed images is given by 
where N is the number of pixels in the image, and C (x; y) denotes the transform coe cient at coordinate (x; y). For non-orthonormal transforms, the MSE inÎ can often be computed by weighting each jC(x; y) ?Ĉ(x; y)j 2 term in the sum in (5) 16].
Assuming that all of the coe cients are initially set to zero at the decoder, Equation (5) states that the coe cients should be arranged in the order of magnitude for transmission, since the coe cients with larger magnitudes would produce a larger reduction in MSE. Thus, Equation (5) states that the larger TCQ indices should be transmitted rst, since a larger TCQ index corresponds to a larger coe cient magnitude (assuming all sequences are quantized using the same step size). This approach can be further re ned by considering the following: If the TCQ indices are represented in binary notation, rather than transmitting all of the bits of the index with the largest magnitude, it would be bene cial to transmit all of the`1' bits in the MSB plane. This is based on the fact that the`1's in higher bit planes produce greater reduction in MSE than`1's at lower bit planes, when transmitted.
In this work, we consider two di erent approaches to transmit the TCQ indices in a progressive fashion; a bit plane coder that uses an adaptive binary arithmetic coder with context modeling, or the hierarchical tree-based method used in SPIHT 6] .
A WTCQ with Bit Plane Coder
The bit plane coder uses an adaptive binary arithmetic coder to encode signed integer codewords output from the TCQ. This procedure is similar to that employed in 3, 4]. As presented, this coder supports both progressive decoding by accuracy and It seems, at rst, that this property makes UTCQ unsuitable for a successive approximation-type setting, since the inverse UTCQ operation can not be performed until all the bits of an encoded sequence have been received. However, it is possible to approximate the inverse UTCQ operation, if the negation of the codeword indices in S 1 is avoided (except for 1 and -1, as discussed below). Then, if the signed integer consisting of the bits that have been received so far is multiplied by twice the step size, an approximation to the inverse UTCQ operation can be performed. When all the bits for an entire sequence are received, the full inverse UTCQ operation can be performed on that sequence.
When a MSB to LSB successive approximation scheme is employed, the codewords indexed 1 or -1 do not become signi cant until all bits are transmitted. Thus, negating them does not create an ambiguity as to which superset they belong. Assuming a symmetric source probability, we can state that 1 in S 0 and -1 in S 1 have the same probability, and are more probable than -1 in S 0 and 1 in S 1 . The advantage of negating these codewords is that, by assigning the same index to codewords that have equal probability, it is possible to exploit this dependency between indices and achieve higher compression using a variable-length code.
V Entropy Coding of TCQ Indices
As described in the previous section, TCQ produces codeword indices represented by a set of signed integers. For progressive by accuracy mode, these indices need to be arranged in order of importance. Using mean-squared error (MSE) as the distortion measure, the information that will produce a larger decrease in MSE can be considered to be more important.
Let I be the original image, and T, an orthonormal transform. The transform coe cients C are computed using C = TI:
If the coe cients are quantized and sent to the decoder, the decoder producesĈ as 
2∆ 3∆ 4∆ 5∆ 6∆ 0 
IV Progressive Trellis Coded Quantization
It can be seen in Figure 6 that the codewords of the two subsets (within a superset) di er in the least signi cant bit. In other words, the least signi cant bit of the codeword index determines the subset to which the codeword belongs. For example, in S 0 all the codeword indices for the codewords in D 2 have '1's in their least signi cant bit, while the indices for codewords in D 0 have '0's. The least signi cant bit thus determines the path through the trellis. Furthermore, since the least signi cant bits in the binary representations of the codewords determine the path through the trellis, they also determine which supersets the codewords belong to. As discussed in the previous section, this information is required to determine the signs of the codewords in UTCQ. Since the decoder needs to be able to determine the path and, thus, the signs of the codewords, it is not possible to invert the UTCQ indices until all of the least signi cant bits are available. ? ? ? 
where C W i2S 0 denotes ith codeword in S 0 and p S 0 C W i ] is the probability of the codeword with index i 2 S 0 . In other words, the codeword i 2 S 0 will be the negative of the codeword ?i 2 S 1 , and both will have the same probability. Thus, Equation (2) allows the use of a single variable-rate code for both supersets. The UTCQ quantizer returns the S 0 indices and the negated S 1 indices. The decoder can uniquely recover the codewords by negating the codewords in S 1 . UTCQ superset indices are depicted in Figure (6 ). UTCQ uses uniform quantization thresholds and \on-the-y" quantizer training to determine the quantization thresholds near zero. Thus, the codebook is virtually unlimited in size, and does not produce large overload distortion for outlier inputs. The reader is refered to 13] for a detailed review of UTCQ. the subset the codeword was selected from, which, in turn, determines the next trellis state. Thus the output from TCQ consists of the superset indices taking the form of a sequence of signed integers.
It is important to note that in Figure 4 , S 1 does not have access to the zero reconstruction level. This can create problems when operating at low rates where long sequences of zero codewords need to be coded with occasional single small (< 4 ) non-zero codewords in between. Long sequences of zero codewords correspond to staying at state 0 for many samples. When a small non-zero codeword needs to be produced, a small codeword is chosen from D 2 and the trellis switches to state 4. If a string of zero reconstruction levels needs to be reproduced next, the trellis has to switch back to state 0 producing at least three more non-zero samples on its way. This can result in poor MSE performance. Thus, it is desirable to have the zero reconstruction level in both supersets 12].
Recently, universal trellis coded quantization (UTCQ) was introduced in 13]. UTCQ addresses all of the issues above. UTCQ uses the modi ed subset partition-a path through a trellis. Previous versions of the WTCQ coder 7, 13] used M-ary arithmetic coding of these indices, yielding PSNR performance comparable to the best coders developed at that time. In this paper, we describe alternatives to the Mary arithmetic coder that enable progressive transmission. To implement a successive approximation-type embedded code, the M-ary arithmetic coder is replaced with either of two entropy coders; a binary arithmetic coder that encodes the set of TCQ indices from most signi cant to least signi cant bit (i.e., a bit plane coder) similar to those employed in 3, 4] , or the hierarchical tree-based method used in the Set Partitioning in Hierarchial Trees (SPIHT) coder 6].
III Trellis Coded Quantization
TCQ has been shown to be an e cient method for encoding memoryless sources 10]. It is based on the ideas of an expanded signal set and set partitioning from coded modulation, and has excellent mean squared error (MSE) performance with modest complexity.
For encoding a memoryless source using TCQ a scalar codebook is partitioned into four disjoint subsets D 0 ; D 1 ; D 2 ; D 3 . This is illustrated in Figure 2 . These subsets are used to label the branches of a trellis. Figure 3 shows an 8-state trellis with branch labeling. For a given sequence of data, the Viterbi algorithm 15] is used to choose the trellis path (sequence of codewords) that minimizes the mean-squared error between the input data and the output codewords. In any given trellis state, the output codeword is selected from one of two supersets S 0 = D 0 S D 2 or S 1 = D 1 S D 3 , as illustrated in Figure 4 . For example, if the current state is 0 in Figure 3 , only the codewords that are in S 0 can be choosen. Specifying a codeword in a superset is enough to determine is quite competitive. In addition to the lossy compression of imagery, the presented coder also supports lossless compression of bilevel and gray scale imagery. Coding of classi cation maps associated with an adaptive version of the WTCQ 7, 13] can also be supported, but is not discussed here.
II Coder Description
A simpli ed block diagram of the WTCQ coder is shown in Figure 1 . The image is rst decomposed into subbands using the discrete wavelet transform. Each subband is raster scanned into a one-dimensional \sequence" for processing by TCQ. The rate allocator determines the step size to be used for each sequence, and the sequences are quantized using TCQ. Finally, the TCQ indices are entropy coded. Notice that the block diagram of Figure 1 does not specify what type of rate allocator and entropy coder are used, since we use di erent techniques for these blocks and compare the results. We have considered two di erent approaches for the rate allocator. In the rst case, the rate allocator determines a single step size to be used in every sequence, such that the total rate does not exceed the target rate. In the second case, the step size is allowed to vary on a sequence by sequence basis, and the rate allocation procedure described in 14] is used to determine the optimum step sizes.
The output from the trellis coded quantizer is a set of signed integers describing
I Introduction
Over the past decade, wavelets have been introduced as a signal processing tool, and used widely in image compression applications 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . The wavelet transform is capable of compacting the energy of an image into a small number of coe cients localized in both space and frequency. Thus, e cient coding of these coe cients is enabled, and wavelet-based image coders have produced excellent results at low to medium rates.
Although wavelet-based coding methods o er improved coding e ciency over block-based coding algorithms such as JPEG, the current ISO standard for still image compression 9], it is also desirable that they support the features that are currently supported by block-based coding methods. JPEG includes two modes for incremental decoding of imagery, hierarchical and progressive. The hierarchical mode yields improved resolution as more bits are decoded. The progressively decodable modes successively increase pixel accuracy in the decoded image. JPEG de nes spectral selection (successive decoding from low-to high-frequency DCT coe cients) and successive approximation (successive decoding from most signi cant bit (MSB) to least signi cant bit (LSB) of the DCT coe cients) progressive modes. These modes add desireable features to the image coder, such as the capability for image browsing and progressive transmission, and natural prioritization for layered protection schemes.
It has long been realized that wavelet-based methods are naturally suited to hierarchical transmission. Recent works ( 2, 3, 4, 6] ) have described approaches for incorporating progressive transmission capabilities within wavelet-based coders. These coders apply scalar quantization to the wavelet coe cients, and then apply sophisticated entropy coding methods to the quantized coe cients. This paper describes both spectral selection and successive approximation-type methods for use with a wavelet/TCQ (WTCQ) coder. TCQ has been shown to be an e ective method for quantization 10]. It has been used in wavelet-based image coding applications, and produced excellent results 5, 11, 12, 7] . We investigate the performance of the WTCQ coder with di erent bit rate allocation and entropy coding techniques. Comparisons with other results from the literature show that our system 
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In this paper, we present coding techniques that enable progressive transmission when trellis coded quantization (TCQ) is applied to wavelet coe cients. A method for approximately inverting TCQ in the absence of least sign cant bits is developed.
Results are presented using di erent rate allocation strategies (optimal rate allocation and constant quantization step size) and di erent entropy coders (the SPIHT entropy coder and a bit plane coder). The wavelet-TCQ coder using optimal bit allocation and a progressively decodable bit plane coder yields excellent coding e ciency while supporting progressive modes analogous to those available in JPEG.
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